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Abstract : T his manual describes and illustrates the concepts and practical a
permaculture, a method for designing sustainable land-use systems. It is ba
integrated and functional approach to design where the use of ecological pr
the weaving together of earth, water, plants and animals into complex balan
patterns which have the diversity of natural ecosystems while providing foo
shelter and the recycling of wastes. Within the system the output of one com
provides the resources for another and no component is included unless it h
one function. Energy-efficient building and natural energy technologies are a
together with the legal and financial strategies needed to create such system

conservation of soil, water, energy and forest resources are issues central t
permaculture and each of these topics is covered in detail in the manual. T he
of permaculture principles, through practical and tested design solutions, is
key chapters on the humid tropics, wetlands and cool temperate regions. T h
development of sustainable strategies for the management of dry lands is d
one of our most urgent global needs, and the largest chapter in the book is
detailed analysis of desert landscapes and soils, water harvesting technique
appropriate agroforestry methods.
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